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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare (Novell Press)Novell Press, 2006
Need to configure or manage Novell Cluster Services on NetWare, Linux or a mixed environment? Pick up a copy of the official reference guide, Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare. This book blends in-depth information with practical, real world examples to cover cluster services configuration...
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Professional BizTalk Server 2006Wrox Press, 2007
This book provides insight into how industry experts have successfully architected, developed, and maintained Microsoft BizTalk Server in mission-critical environments. Authored by highly-regarded consultants with a wealth of knowledge on designing, building, and operating enterprise applications using BizTalk, this comprehensive guide gives you...
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Adobe Acrobat 9 PDF BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
" The Adobe Acrobat 9 PDF Bible is the comprehensive guide to Acrobat for novices and power users alike. With its concise, easy-to-read format, this book will have you creating interactive XML forms, enabling streamlined document review processes, and publishing high-impact electronic documents in no time."

    — Rick...
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Silicone Elastomers (Rapra Review Reports)Smithers Rapra Technology, 2002

	Silicone elastomers are important materials for many application areas such as automotive, electric and electronics, domestic appliances and medical. They are increasingly being used to substitute for organic rubbers, because of their advantageous properties.


	This is a very comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art in silicone...
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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How to Cheat at IT Project ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2005
Unlike any other book you'll find, this IT project management book synthesizes project management fundamentals, IT processes and procedures, and business fundamentals. Learn how to align your IT projects to the company's strategic objectives. Also learn how to determine which project will solve the right problem at the right time while still...
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The HP Virtual Server Environment: Making the Adaptive Enterprise Vision a Reality in Your DatacenterPrentice Hall, 2005
Use HP virtualization to maximize IT service quality, agility, and value 
	
    	Includes coverage of HP's new Integrity Virtual Machines, Global Workload Manager, Virtualization Manager, and Capacity Advisor

    
	
    	Plan, implement, and manage virtualization to drive maximum business...
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What About Golden Retrievers: The Joy and Realities of Living with a GoldenHowell Book House, 2003
How long do Golden Retrievers live?
How much does it cost to keep a Golden?     

What kind of training do Goldens need to become good pets?     

That little Golden Retriever puppy is so adorable–but is he the right dog for you? Many prospective dog owners don’t ask the questions they should when deciding to bring a...
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Data Modeling Fundamentals: A Practical Guide for IT ProfessionalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The purpose of this book is to provide a practical approach for IT professionals to acquire the necessary knowledge and expertise in data modeling to function effectively. It begins with an overview of basic data modeling concepts, introduces the methods and techniques, provides a comprehensive case study to present the details of the data model...
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Fashion MarketingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
‘Clothing that is not purchased or worn is not fashion’ (to paraphrase Armani)

Knowledge of marketing is essential to help ensure success and reduce the risk of failure in fashion. For the designer starting up in business, this book offers a guide to the major decisions that will enable you to fulfil...
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Advanced Electrical Installation Work, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2005

	Advanced Electrical Installation Work has helped thousands of students to achieve success in City & Guilds awards in electrical installation. Now in its fourth edition, this book has been completely restructured to provide a specific match to the requirements of the Installation route of the 2330 Level 3...
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